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1. Introduction. If A, B, and C are associative algebras over a field such that

A is a two-sided ideal in B and B/A is isomorphic with C, then we may speak of

B as an extension of A by C. It is of interest to be able to find all such extensions

(with certain ones identified by a suitable equivalence relation) given A and C.

This problem was investigated and essentially solved by G. Hochschild in one of his

early papers on cohomology of algebras (see [5]). In this paper we investigate the

analogous theory for C*-algebras. An effective solution to this problem should

prove useful in the classification of such algebras.

One of the tools used by Hochschild in his investigations was what he called the

algebra of multiplications, M(A), of an associative algebra A. If A is C*-algebra,

then M(A) is exactly the double centralizer algebra of A, a concept developed for

semigroups and algebras by B. E. Johnson (see [6]). This concept seems to be very

useful in analysis, and is related to the left centralizer concept which J. G. Wendel

used to investigate group algebras. The commutative version of this idea was first

introduced by S. Helgason under the name of the algebra of multipliers (see [4]),

and was recently developed by J. Wang (see [9]) and others. The connection with

the extension problem and the work of Hochschild has apparently not been made

by those using the centralizer concept. The definitions of double centralizer given

in this paper are Johnson's. The proof that M(A) is an involutive algebra is also

due to him, as is most of the proof of Propositions 2.5, 3.1. We show that M(A) is

a C*-algebra if A is, and the abstract proof presented is new, however the fact can

be deduced by using a result of G. A. Reid (see [7, Proposition 3, p. 1021]). We then

use what we call the strict topology to investigate M(A) for certain particular A.

This topology is a generalization of a topology with the same name which was

defined in the commutative case by R. C. Buck, and the resulting proof of 3.9 is

new, although the result was proved by Johnson.

The main result of the paper is that the classes of extensions of a C*-algebra A

by a C*-algebra C are in one to one correspondence with the *-homomorphisms

from C to the quotient algebra M(A)/A. The author would like to thank Professor

Peter Freyd for the suggestion of using pullback arguments in this section (§3).

This eliminated several pages of long calculations. The remaining sections of this

paper are devoted to the description of extensions and their primitive ideal spaces

by the use of the main result. This paper formed the basis for the author's doctoral
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dissertation at the University of Pennsylvania. I would like to take this opportunity

to thank Professor Edward Effros for his encouragement during the writing of this

dissertation and for many helpful conversations and suggestions. I would also like

to thank the referee for suggesting many excellent improvements in the paper,

particularly in the statement and proof of Theorem 3.9 and in the proofs of

Theorems 3.3 and 6.3 and Proposition 6.2.

2. The double centralizer algebra of a C*-algebra.

2.1. Definition. Let A be a C*-algebra. By a double centralizer on A, we mean a

pair (J", T") of functions from A to A such that xT'(y) = T"(x)y for x, y in A.

2.2. Notation. Throughout this paper, A will always denote a C*-algebra, and

the set of all double centralizers of A will always be denoted by M(A).

2.3. Lemma. Let the closed unit ball of A be denoted by S(A), and let xe A. Then

11*11= supuso« ||j>x||.

Proof. See [2, p. 6, 1.3.5].

2.4. Corollary. If x, y are in A, and if zx=zy for all ze A, then x=y.

Proof. If z(x-y) = 0 for all z in A, then by 2.3, \x-y\=0.

2.5. Proposition. Let (T, T") e M(A). Then

(i) 7" and T" are continuous linear maps from A to A.

(ii) T'(xy) = T'(x)yfor all x, y in A.

(iii) T"(xy)=xT"(y)for all x, y in A.

Proof. We prove only the statements made about 7". The statements made about

T" are proved analogously.

(i) Let x e A, y e A, z e A. Let (xt)ieI be a net in A, and let a and ß be complex

numbers. Then zT'(ax+ßy) = T"(z)(ax+ßy) = aT"(z)x+ßT"(z)y=z(aT'(x)+ßT'(y))

and since z is arbitrary, linearity follows from 2.4. If

lim ||x, — jc|| = lim || 7"(jCj) — v|| = 0,
Í-.00 Í-.CO

then
||zr(x)-zv|| Ú \\zT'(x)~zT'(xù\\ + \\zT'(xù-zy\\

è ¡r(z)||||x-jc(||4-||z||||r(jci)-j'||.

Since the last term of this inequality tends to zero, we have

zT'(x) = zy   for all z in A.

Thus y=T'(x) and 7"'has a closed graph. By a well known theorem, T' is,

continuous,

(ii) Let x e A, y e A, z e A. Then

zT'(xy) = T"(z)(xy) = (T"(z)x)y = (zT'(x))y = z(T'(x)y).

Therefore since z is arbitrary, T'(xy) = T'(x)y and the proof is completed.
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We now know that if (7", T") e M(A), then T and T" are continuous and linear

and may therefore be given the usual norm : || T' || = sup^o« || T'(x) || and similarly

for T".

2.6. Lemma. 7/(7", T")eM(A), then \\T'\\ = \\T"\\.

Proof. Let x e S(A). Then

in*)« = sup \\yT'(x)\\ = sup Un^I S sup ||7"O0| = \\T"\\.
veSU) veS(A) veS(.A)

Thus ||7"|| S \\T"\\. The reverse inequality is proved analogously, and the lemma is

complete.

2.7. Definition. Let L be a continuous linear function from A to A. Let L* be

the function from A to A defined by L*(x) = (L(x*))*. Now let (T, T")eM(A).

Then we have the following result.

2.8. Lemma. If(T, T")* denotes the pair (T"*, T'*), then (T, T")*M(A).

Proof. Straightforward.

2.9. Lemma. Let (T, T") e M(A) and (S', S") e M(A). Then (T'S', S"T") is in

M(A).

Proof. Straightforward.

2.10. Definition. Let (T',T")e M(A), (S', S") e M(A), a a complex number.

We define *-algebra and norm structures on M(A) as follows

(i) (T', T") + (S', S") = (T' + S', T" + S"),
(ii) a(T',T") = (aT',aT"),

(iii) (T, T")(S', S") = (T'S', S"T"),
(iv) (T',T")* = (T"*,T'*),

(v) ||(r,r)|H|r|| = ||r'||.

2.11. Theorem. M(A) provided with the operations and norm defined above is a

C*-algebra with identity.

Proof. We have shown that (iii) and (iv) are valid definitions, and this is clear

for (i) and (ii). It is trivial that (iv) gives an involution and (v) defines a norm with

||r5||^||r|| \\S\\ for every TeM(A), S e M(A). We therefore clearly have an

associative *-algebra with identity (7,7) where I(x) = x for xeA. We need only

show that M(A) is complete in the norm and that ¡r*T|| = |T||2 for T in M(A).

To show completeness, let ((Tn, TB))1SnSe0 be a Cauchy sequence in M(A). Then

(TB)iSnSa> and (TB)igná=o are Cauchy sequences in L(A) (the C*-algebra of all

bounded linear operators on A), and so converge uniformly to T'x and T"m in L(A).

If x e A, y e A, then

xr.OO = lim xT'n(y) = lim rn(x)y = U(x)y
n n

and so (T'œ, T"«,) e M(A). Clearly (T„, TZ) tends to (T'w, K) in M(A), and therefore
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M(A) is complete. In view of the definitions of norm and involution, we must show

that ||7"*7'|| = || 7'||2 for all (7', 7") e M(A) in order to show that M(A) is a C*-

algebra. By Dixmier, [2, p. 6] it is enough to show that ||7"*7'|| ^ ||7'||2.

We first remark that ¡7"*|| = ||7"||. In fact if x e S(A), then ||7"*(x)|| = ||7"(x*)*||

= ||7"(x*)||. Since S(A) is selfadjoint, the result follows. Then ||7"*7'|| á ||7"|| ||7'||

= || 7'|2, and the theorem is proved.

3. Properties and examples of double centralizers. If, as always, A is a C*-

algebra and M(A) its double centralizer algebra, then we define a map p0 : A -> M(A)

by the formula p0(x) = (Lx, Rx), where Lx(y) = xy and Rx(y)=yx for all y e A.

3.1. Proposition, (i) p0 is an infective *-homomorphism and p0(A) is a closed,

two-sided ideal in M(A).

(ii) p0 is surjective if and only if A has identity.

(iii) If A is commutative, then so is M(A).

We need the following preliminary result.

3.2. Lemma. If K and L are C*-algebras, and 0: K->L is a *-homomorphism,

then <D is norm reducing and ®(K) is closed in L. If Q> is infective, then it is an

isometry.

Proof. See [2, §1.8, p. 18] for the proof of this lemma.

Proof of 3.1. (i) We see immediately from the definitions and the associative

law in A, that pQ is a *-homomorphism. If po(a) = 0, then in particular ax=0 for

all x in A, and so a = 0. Thus by 3.2 p0 is an isometric isomorphism of A onto the

closed subalgebra p0(A) of A. If T=(T', T") e M(A), and y and x are in A, then

(T'Lx)y = T'(xy) = T'(x)y and also (RxT")y=Rx(T"(y)) = T"(y)x=yT'(x). This

means that

Tp0(x) = (T, T")(LX, Rx) = (T'LX, RXT") = (LT.M, Rr<x)) = p0(T'(x)).

Similarly p0(x)T= p0(T"(x)). Thus p0(A) is an ideal in M(A).

In the future, we shall frequently identify A with p0(A). In this case we will

write T'(x) as Tx and T"(x) as xT. The defining equation for a double centralizer

will then appear as the associative law for multiplying elements of A and M(A).

(ii) If p0 is onto, then it is an isomorphism between A and M(A). Since M(A)

has an identity, so does A.

Now suppose that A has an identity which we will denote by 1. If (7', 7") e M(A)

and xeA, then T'(x) = T'(lx) = T'(l)x. Thus T'=Lra) and similarly T" = Rrœ

which means that p0 is onto.

(iii) Let Te M(A), Se M(A) and suppose that A is commutative. Let x and y

be in A. Then we have

((ST)x)y = S(Tx)y = S(y(Tx)) = (Sy)(Tx) = (Tx)(Sy)

= T(x(Sy)) = T(Sy)x = (TS)(yx) = (TS)(xy) = ((TS)x)y.
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Since y is arbitrary, we have (TS)x=(ST)x for all x in A. Thus TS=ST for any

TeM(A), SeM(A), and M(A) is commutative. This completes the proof of 3.1.

3.4. Definition. Let M be a C*-algebra and let N<^M be a closed, two-sided

ideal. We define the strict topology of M with respect to N, denoted S(M:N), to

be the locally convex topology generated by the seminorms (Xy)yeN and (py)yeN,

where Xy(x)= \\yx\\ and py(x)= \\xy\\. It is immediate that S(M:N) is a vector space

topology in which multiplication is separately continuous and which induces the

S(N:N) topology on N.

3.5. Proposition. With notation as above, N is S(M:N) dense in M.

Proof. We first remark that any C*-algebra has an approximate identity (see

[2, §1.7, pp. 15, 16]). Let (u„)„ei: be an approximate identity in the C*-algebra N.

Then by definition

lim \\xua—x\\ =0   and   lim ||wffx-;c|| =0   for x e N.
a-»oo a-* oo

Now if ye M, then yu„ e N and u„y e N and so Xx(y-yua)=\\xy—(xy)u„\\ tends

to 0 and px(y—yu„)= \\yx—yuax\ S \\y—yua\\ \\x\\ which also tends to 0. Hence

yua tends strictly to y and the proof is complete.

3.6. Proposition. M(A) is S(M(A):A) complete.

Proof. Let (Tt)ieI be an S(M(A):A) Cauchy net in M(A). Then if xeA,

(T('(A:))ie/=(7'ix).e/ is Cauchy in A and so converges to T'„(x) in A. Similarly (Tl'(x))ieI

converges in A to T'ú(x). These definitions of T«, and T"^ show that both are linear

functions from A to A, and ifx, ye A we have

xT'(y) = lim xT¡(y) = lim T¡(x)y = K(x)y.
Í-*oo i-* 00

Thus T«,=(T'K, T^) is in M(A) and clearly (Ti)jE, converges strictly to 7V   Q.E.D.

We remark that M(A) is the unique completion of A relative to the S(A:A)

topology on A. See [10, Chapter 3, p. 79].

3.7. Proposition. Suppose B is a C*-algebra containing A as a two-sided ideal.

Then

(i) There is a unique *-homomorphism p: B -*■ M(A) with the property that

p(x)=po(x) for all xe A.

(ii) Let A°={xeB\ xA = 0}. Then ker p = A°.

(iii) p: (B, S(B:A)) ->• (M(A), S(M(A):A)) is a continuous vector space morphism

which is open onto its image.

(iv) Suppose that A° = 0, and B is S(B:A) complete. By (iii), and (ii), p is then an

embedding of B in M(A). We claim that under this embedding, B=M(A).

Proof, (i) For any y e B, define the maps Ly and Ry from A to A exactly as they

were defined in §3. Clearly (Ly, Ry) e M(A). If we let p(y) = (Ly, Ry), then the map
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p so defined is clearly a *-homomorphism, and p\A=p0 by the definitions. If y

is any other map with the above properties and if y e B, x e A, then

(y(y)-li(y))P'o(x) = y(yx)-p(yx) = p0(yx)-p0(yx) = 0.

Thus y(y)=p(y) for all y and so y=p.

(ii) y e ker p if and only if Ly = 0, which is equivalent with y e A0.

(iii) A base for the topology S(B:A) of B about the origin is given by the sets

V(xx,..., xn;r)={yeB \ \\xty\\ + \\yxt\\^r} where the x¡ are in A, and r>0 is a

real number. A similar statement holds for S(p(B), pa(A)) topology of p(B). Now

IkiJ+^ill = IIM*.v)|| + |KCv*i)|| = IKOMv)|| + ¡KvK(*¡)ll> so p is continuous
and open onto p(B).

(iv) If B is complete in S(B:A), then it may be considered to be a complete sub-

space of (M(A), S(M(A):A)).

Now M(A) is Hausdorff and a complete subset of a Hausdorff space is closed, so

B is a closed subset of M(A). On the other hand B^A and A is dense in M (A),

so B is dense in M(A). Thus B=M(A) and the proof is completed.

3.8. Proposition. Let A and A' be C*-algebras and a: A -> A' be an onto *-

homomorphism. According to [6, §2, Theorem 4, p. 302], there is a unique map

&: M(A) -> M(A') which extends the map a. It is defined by á(T)a(x) = a(Tx) and

a(x)â(T) = a(xT) for all xe A, Te M(A). We claim that ä is continuous when the

M(A) is given the S(M(A):A) topology and M(A') is given the S(M(A'):A') topology.

Proof. Let (Tt).eI be a net in M(A) and suppose that this net converges strictly to

7oo. Then if x' e Ä and x' = a(x), we have ||cc(7í)a:'-c<(70o)x'|| = ||a(7jx)-a(700x)||

è ||7¡;c —7eo;t|| and the latter expression tends to zero. Similarly ||x'ct(7,) —x'ä(7„o)||

tends to zero and so by definition, ä(7j) converges strictly to ä(Tm) in M(A') and

ä is continuous.

We use the strict topology to compute M(A) for certain specific C*-algebras A.

Let H be a Hilbert space, L(H) the C*-algebra of all bounded linear operators on

H, and A = CC(H) the two-sided ideal in L(H) consisting of all compact operators

on H. The fact that M(A) = L(H) in this case follows from the theorem below.

3.9. Theorem. If H is a Hilbert space and A is a C*-subalgebra of L(H), such

that the space AH is closed in H, define B={yeL(H) \ yA + Ay^A} (the idealizer

of A in L(H)). Then

(i) B is S(B:A) complete and

(ii) if Cl (AH) = H, then B is canonically isomorphic with M(A).

Proof, (i). Let (x¡) be an S(B:A) Cauchy net in B. Then if Lx(a) = xa for xeB,

aeA, we have LXt converges to an element TeL(A) by the Banach-Steinhaus

theorem, where T(a) = limixia for all aeA. Now let £ e AH, say (=ar¡, aeA,

r¡e H. Then lim¡ xt( exists and defines a linear operator 5 on AH by: S{=lim( x^
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= limi(xia)r, = T(a)v. Since ||Sf||g||r|| U\\, we have |S||g||T|| and SeL(AH),

and so we can extend S to an operator S on Cl 0477). Define b e L(H) to be S on

Cl (AH) and to be zero on Cl (AH)L. If a e A and r¡ e H, we have (ba)r¡ = b(ar¡)

= S(ar¡) = T(a)r]. Therefore we have ba=T(a) = limixiae A. Since (xt) is S(B:A)

Cauchy we know that ax¡ converges to an element of A for every a e A, so if

a, a' e A, we have (ab)a' = a(ba') = lim¡ a(x,a') = lim¡ (ax¡)a' = (lim( axt)a'. Since this

holds for all a' e A, we know that ae = lim¡ axt e A, and so ab e A. Thus be B,

and (x¡) obviously converges strictly to b, so B is S(B:A) complete.

(ii) If C10477) = 77, then since ̂ °77 is perpendicular to Cl (AH), A°H={0}.

This means that A°=0 and so by (i) and Proposition 3.7.iv. B is canonically iso-

morphic with M(A), which completes the theorem.

A theorem essentially the same as the above has been proved by G. A. Reid

using a very similar argument, see [7, Proposition 3, p. 1021].

We now briefly summarize the theory of continuous fields of C*-algebras in

order to state our next few results. As general references, we cite [2, Chapter 10]

and [3].

3.10. Definition. Let S be a locally compact, Hausdorff space, and for all

j e S let F(s) be a C*-algebra. A continuous S-field of C*-algebras is a pair (7% 6)

where F=(F(s))seS is a family of C*-algebras and 9 is a collection of maps s -> x(s)

on S, with x(s) e F(s) for all s e S and such that

(1) The map s -»> \x(s)\ is continuous on S for all x e 9.

(2) 6 is closed under pointwise addition, scalar multiplication, and involution.

(3) For all se S, {x(s) \ xe 9} is dense in F(s).

(4) Suppose a map s -^-y(s) with y(s) e F(s) has the following property: For all

s0e S and e > 0, there is an x e 9 and a neighborhood U ofs0 such that || jc(í)—X*)|l

<e for all se U. Then y e 9.

We recall that a C*-algebra is said to be C.C.R. if its image under every irre-

ducible representation consists of all the compact operators on some Hilbert

space 77. The set of equivalence classes of irreducible representations, suitably

topologized, is often called the spectrum of the algebra. If the spectrum of a C*-

algebra A satisfies the T0 separation axiom for topological spaces, then it may be

thought of as the set of primitive ideals with the Jacobson topology (see [2, §3.1,

pp. 59, 60]), and we will think of it this way in the future.

3.11. Proposition. Let A be a C.C.R. algebra whose spectrum, sp 04), is

Hausdorff. Each s e sp (A) is a primitive ideal and the image of the corresponding

representation on the Hilbert space Hs is the algebra A/s. Then we claim that there

is a continuous sp (A)-field of C*-algebras, (F, 9) such that for any sesp (A),

F(s)=A/s, and A is isomorphic with the set of all x e 9 having the property that the

function s-+ \\x(s)\\ vanishes at infinity. This set does form a C*-algebra denoted

AF if we define the algebraic operations pointwise, and the norm by:

\\x\\ =  sup  \\x(s)\\.
sesn(A)
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Proof.   For the proof of this  proposition,  see   [2,   §10.5,  pp.  201, 202].

We can also proceed in the opposite direction and start with an 5-continuous

field (F:6) of C*-algebras. We then construct as above, the C*-algebra AF. If

(F: 9) has the property that for all se S, F(s) consists of the compact operators on

some Hilbert space Hs, then S is the spectrum of AF. If we now let A = AF in

Proposition 3.11, then the construction of that proposition will give back the field

(F: 6) with which we started. We therefore can, and in the future shall, identify the

C.C.R. algebras having 72 spectrum, with the algebras AF for all ^-fields for which

each F(s) is the algebra of compact operators on Hs. Such S-fields will be called

C.C.R. fields on S.

Using the above notation, let (F: 8) be a C.C.R. field on S, and let A = AF. For

each s e S, L(HS) is the algebra of all bounded linear operators on the Hilbert space

Hs. We define M '(A) to be the set of all functions s -> y(s) on S such that

(1) For all s e S, y(s) e L(HS).

(2) For all xeA,we have xy e A, and yx e A.

3.12. Theorem, (i) For any y e M'(A), the function s -> \\y(s)\\ is bounded on S.

Furthermore, M'(A) becomes a C*-algebraifwe define operations pointwise and use

the norm: \\y\\=supseS\\y(s)\\.

(ii) M'(A) is isomorphic with M(A).

We need a preliminary lemma.

3.13. Lemma. Let S be a locally compact, Hausdorff space, and let (F:6) be an

S-continuous field of C*-a!gebras. Suppose sQ e S, and x¡¡ e F(s0). Then there is an

x e AF such that \\x\\ = ||x0| and x(s0)=x0.

Proof. We will not give the proof of this lemma here. A proof may be worked

out using [2, §10.1, Propositions 10.1 and 10.1.9] and standard techniques of

Urysohn functions on locally compact, Hausdorff spaces.

Proof of Theorem 3.12. (i) Let s e S, and o e Hs. Pa will denote projection

of Hs onto the one dimensional subspace spanned by a. Then ||P„|| = 1 and

by 3.13 there is an xeAF with ¡x|| = l and x(s)=P„. Now IX^MH || y(s)PffcT¡

â \\y(s)P„\\ HI = \\yx(s)\\ ||ct||. Thus \\y(s)\\ ̂  \\yx(s)\\ è \\yx\\ M (the supremum norm

in AF). To show that || v(i)|| is a bounded function on S, it is therefore enough to

prove that: supxesu> \\yx\\ <M. This follows from condition (2) on M'(A) and the

continuity argument of 2.5.(i).

Now it is clear from the definitions that M'(A) is a vector space. If yx and y2

are in M'(A), and x is in A, then (yxy2)x=yx(y2x) e A. Similarly x(yxy2) e A.

Therefore yxy2 e M'(A). Also we have (yfx) = (x*yx)* e A, and similarly xyf e A.

This means that v* e M'(A) and so M'(A) is a *-algebra. For each s e S, we have

II v(j)*y(s)| = || y(s)\\2 which means that \\y*y\\ = \\y\\2 for all y e M'(A). To complete

the proof that M'(A) is a C*-algebra, it is only necessary to show that it is complete

in the supremum norm. Let (yn) he a norm Cauchy sequence in M'(A), and let

x e A. Then (xyn) is a norm Cauchy sequence in A. If s e S, then (yn(s)) is Cauchy
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in 7.(77s) and therefore converges to some ym(s). Denote the function s->ya(s)

by y„. Clearly the sequence (xyn) converges pointwise to xy„, and since (xyn) is

norm Cauchy, it must converge in norm to xym. By completeness of A, xyx e A

for all x e A, and similarly ymx e A for all x e A, so ym e M'(A). Since (yn) is norm

Cauchy and converges pointwise to ym, it converges to ya in norm, and the proof

is complete.

(ii) We wish, as before, to use Proposition 3.7 to show that M'(A) may be identi-

fied with M (A). We know that F(s) = CC(HS), for any s e S, and so we may show

.as in Theorem 3.9 that if y0 e L(HS) and yox0 = 0 for all x0 e F(s), then y0 = 0. We

also know, by Lemma 3.13, that for any x0 s F(s) there is an x e A with x(s)=x0.

Combining, we see that if y e M'(A) and yx=0 for all xe A, then y(s)xo = 0 for all

x0 eF(s) and se S. This means that y(s) = 0 for all se S, and so y = 0. The first

requirement for the use of 3.7 is therefore satisfied, and it remains only to show that

M'(A) is S(M'(A) : A) complete. Let (yt)ieI be an S(M'(A) : A) Cauchy net in M'(A).

We then have that for all seS, (y,(s)\el is S(L(HS) : F(s)) Cauchy and so con-

verges in this topology to ym(s). Again we denote the function s^*ym(s) by ym.

For all xe A, (y¡x) is a norm Cauchy net converging pointwise to yxx, and so

yxxeA. Similarly xyKeA, and so y„eM'(A), and clearly (y^ieI converges

strictly to yx. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.12.

3.14. Definition. We say that a C*-algebra A is «-homogeneous if every irre-

ducible representation has as image the set Mn, of all n x n complex valued matrices.

It is proved in [2, §36, pp. 74, 75] that every «-homogeneous C*-algebra is

automatically C.C.R. and has a Hausdorff spectrum. If A is «-homogeneous with

spectrum 5, we know by previously cited results that there is an j-continuous field

(F, 9) of C*-algebras with A = AF. It is known (see [3, §3.2, p. 249]) that if we let

7^= Uses F(s), then with the obvious projection of F onto S, F can be made into a

fibre bundle over S with fibre Mn and group Gn of all automorphisms of Mn of

the form a -*■ u~1au, u a unitary matrix. This can be done in such a way that all

xe 0 are continuous sections of the bundle, and A = S<X>(S, F), the set of all con-

tinuous sections which vanish at infinity in norm. Let Sb(S, F) denote the set of all

continuous sections of F over S which are bounded in norm. Then we have the

following result.

3.15. Theorem. Let A be an n-homogeneous C*-algebra with spectrum S. Let

F be the bundle over S which we associated with A above. Then we know that

A = S„(S, F). We claim that M(A) = Sb(S, F).

Proof. We know by Theorem 3.12 that M(A) consists of the set of all sections

s -> y(s) over S, with the property that xy e A and yx e A, for all x e A, and we also

know that such y are bounded in norm. It is certainly clear that every y in Sb(S, F)

has this property. To complete the theorem, we need only show that every function

s -*■ y(s) with the above property is continuous. Let s -*■ y(s) be such a section, and

let s0 e S. Since a fibre bundle is locally trivial, we may find a compact neighborhood
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V of í0 such that A restricted to V is trivial, i.e. A restricted to V consists of all

norm continuous functions from V to Mn. In particular, there is an element xe A

such that if we denote the identity matrix by I, we have x(s) = I for all seV. Now

since S is locally compact and Hausdorff, there is a compact neighborhood U of

s0 contained in V and a continuous function /: S -*■ [0, 1 ] such that f(s) = 1 for

seU and / is identically zero outside of the interior of V. Then fixe A (see [2,

Chapter 10]), and so fyx e A. Since ||/yx(s)|| is a continuous function, and fyx=y

on U, we see that the function j -> ]| y(s)\\ is continuous at s0. Since sa was arbitrary,

the proof is complete.

4. Extensions of C*-algebras. If A and C are C*-algebras, then by an extension,

of A by C we mean a C*-algebra B such that A is a closed, two-sided ideal in B,

and B/A = C. An example of such an extension is the C*-product AxC. This is

the cartesian product of A and C with the algebraic operations defined pointwise,

and the supremum norm.

In order to facilitate the discussion, we give a more formal definition of extension.

4.1. Definition. Let A and C be C *-algebras. An extension of A by C is a short

exact sequence 0 -+ A1+. BJL>. C -*■ 0 of C*-algebras. That is, / and g are *-

homomorphisms,/is one to one, g is onto, and the image off is the kernel of g.

This implies that the image, f (A), of/is a closed two-sided ideal in B, and B/f(A) s C.

We will usually identify A with f(A), but the / will be understood since there are

many such embeddings.

Given two extensions Ex:0->Ar-i>Bxil> C^0andE2: 0-^A'^B2 î^C->0

of A by C, we say that they are equivalent if there is a »-isomorphism 6: Bx^- B2

such that the following diagram is commutative :

The vertical maps on the two ends represent the identity isomorphisms. This

relationship is an equivalence relation and the set of equivalence classes is usually

denoted by Ext (C, A).

4.2. Proposition. Let E-.O-^A-L^Bí-^C^O be an extension of A by C,

where A and C are C*'-algebras, and let y: C -> C be a *-homomorphism of a

C*-algebra C into C. Then there is a C*-algebra B', and *-homomorphisms

f':A~* B', g':B' -> C, and 9: B' -> B such that

(i) the sequence 0 -»■ AL\ B' ¿V C -^-0 is an extension of A by C.

(ii) The following diagram is commutative:

f g'
0 —>A^B'^->C —>0

f        g
0—>A—^B^-^-C->0
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Furthermore, the extension £" : 0 ->- AL^B' ^> C -> 0 is unique up to equivalence.

Proof. Existence. Let B' = {(b, c')e BxC \ g(b) = y(c')}. B' is customarily

called the pullback of the maps g and y. Since g and y are *-homomorphisms, and

therefore continuous, we see that B' is a C*-subalgebra of B x C. Define the maps

/', g', and 9 by the following formulas : f'(a) = (f(a), 0), g'((b, c')) = c', 9((b, c')) = b.

It is easy to check that these definitions are valid (the only question is whether

/' maps into B'), that they are *-homomorphisms, and that the sequence £" : 0 ->- A

11+ B'i^> C -> 0 is exact. In fact to prove the latter, we first note that/' and g' are

respectively injective and surjective because of the definitions and the corre-

sponding statements for / and g. It is immediate that g'f = 0. To show that

Im(/') = ker(g')> we notice that if g'((b,c'))=0 then g(b) = y(c') = 0. By the

exactness of E at B we must have b =f(a) for some a e A and so (b, c') = (f(a), 0)

=f'(a), and exactness is proved. The commutativity asserted in (ii) is clear by the

construction of the maps in question.

Uniqueness. Let E": 0->A£> Bll, C ->0 be another exact sequence, and

suppose that there is a *-homomorphism 9": B" ->- B such that the diagram

commutes. If we define a: B" ->-7?' by a(b") = (9'(b"), g"(b")), then a is a ^iso-

morphism and the diagram

E":0

E':0

commutes. Thus E' is unique up to equivalence and the proposition is proved.

We shall denote by Ey the extension £" constructed above from the extension E

and the *-homomorphism y, and its equivalence class is denoted by [Er], We now

come to the main result of the paper. Let A be a C*-algebra. We know that A is

a two-sided ideal in M(A), and we have denoted the natural injection of A into

M(A) by p0. Let us denote the quotient algebra M(A)/A by 0(A), the natural

projection of M(A) onto 0(A) by it, and the corresponding exact sequence

0->A^M(A)l+O(A)->0 by E°. We refer to 0(A) as the algebra of outer

centralizers of A. IfT'and Q are C*-algebras, we let the set of all *-homomorphisms

from P to g be denoted by Horn (P, Q).

4.3. Theorem. The mapping y - [E°] from Horn (C, 0(A)) to Ext (C, A) is a

bijection.
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Proof. We first show that the mapping is injective. Suppose that y,y' : C -s- 0(A)

are »-homomorphisms with E° and E°- equivalent. Then it is immediate from the

definitions and the explicit construction of the pullbacks that y=y'. We now show

that the mapping is surjective. Let E: 0 -> A L> !?£-> C -^ 0 be in Ext (C, A). By

Proposition 3.7 there is a commutative diagram

/           g
0—>A—-^B > C->0

h\ P
\    a0      f f

0—>A-—> M(A) —> 0(A) —> 0

which can be filled in by a unique morphism y: C-*■ 0(A) under preservation of

continuity, since -np vanishes on/(,4) = kerg. By the uniqueness assertion of 4.2.

E and E° are equivalent. This completes the proof of the theorem.

5. Properties of extensions.    Suppose that the following diagram is commutative :

Ex:0

E2:0

Furthermore, Ex and E2 are assumed to be exact sequences of C*-algebras and

tu, 6, and a are »-isomorphisms. We will then say that Ex and E2 are weakly

equivalent, taking care to distinguish this relation from the earlier one which we

called equivalence. In less technical terms, Ex and F2 are weakly equivalent if there

exists a »-isomorphism 8 from Bx to B2 which induces an isomorphism of A onto

itself, and the corresponding isomorphism of C to C. Since extensions are involved

in the problem of classification of C*-algebras up to isomorphism, the weak

equivalence seems to be a natural concept. In addition, we will show that in general

the set of weak equivalence classes is much smaller and easier to compute than the

set of equivalence classes.

Let yx, y2 e Horn (C, 0(A)). We know (see Proposition 3.8) that if a>: A -*» A is

a »-isomorphism, there is a unique extension o>: M(A) -*> M(A) of <o. Since ¿a

takes A onto A, it induces a »-homomorphism w: 0(A) -> 0(A) in the usual way.

We shall say that yx and y2 are weakly equivalent if there exist »-homomorphisms

w. A -> A, and a: C -> C such that y2 = ûyxa~1.

5.1. Proposition. Let Ex and E2 be extensions of A by C with equivalence classes

[Ex] and [E2\. Let yx and y2 be the maps in Horn (C, 0(A)) which correspond to

[Ex] and [E2] under the correspondence of Theorem 4.3, then (i) Ex is weakly equivalent

with E2 if and only if every extension in [Ex] is weakly equivalent with every

extension in [E2]. In this case we say that [Ex] and [E2] are weakly equivalent.

(ii) [Ex] is weakly equivalent with [E2] if and only ifyx is weakly equivalent with y2.

■ aJUbx-^c-

\ h
B,

g2
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Proof, (i) is clear from the definitions of equivalence and weak equivalence.

We prove (ii). Suppose that [Ex] and [E2] are weakly equivalent. Then the

following diagram is commutative :

7^:0—>A^BX^C—>0

col 01 \a

E2 : 0 —> A ^-> B2 -^ C —► 0

Since the map to: M(A) -*- M(A) which extends to is unique (see Proposition 3.8),

and since the above diagram is commutative, we see if we consider Bx and B2 as

subalgebras of M(A), then 9 is ¿5 restricted to Bx. More formally, if p.x and p2 are

the *-homomorphisms of Bx and B2 respectively into M(A), guaranteed to exist by

Proposition 3.7, then we are saying that topx=p29. We also remark that by the

definition of the induced map &: 0(A) -*> 0(A), we must have iott=tt6¡>.

Now let ux: C->- Bx be a linear map with gxux = Ic. If we denote yEl by yx, yBa

by y2, and recall the construction of these maps, we see that we may let yx = trpxux.

Let u2:C^-B2 be the linear map defined by the equation: u2 = 9uxa~1. Then

g2U2=g29uxa~1 = agxuxa~1 = aa~1=Ic, and so we may define y2 by the equation

y2=irp2u2. We then have

y2 = irp2U2 = Tcp29uxa~^ = ■7Twp.xuxa~1

= wnpi^Uj^o'1 = ¿ûyjcr-1.

Thus yx is weakly equivalent with y2.

For the converse, suppose there are *-homomorphisms co: A^> A, and o: C-+C

with y2 = u>yxa~1.

Let Et : 0 -^- A ií> Bx fi> C -> 0 (/= 1, 2) be the extensions corresponding to yt.

Recall that p0 is the natural injection of A into M(A), and therefore since ¿5 extends

u>, we have top0=p0co.

Now define a map 0 : Bx -> B2 as follows

9(m, c) = (¿5(w), a(c)).

Since («?, c) e Bx, we must have 7r(«?) = yx(c). Then 7rc5(«2) = cÛ7r(w) = t>jy1(c) = y20-(c)

(since y2 = ^yitf_1), which means that 9(m, c) does belong to B2. Clearly 9 is a

*-homomorphism and we have f2a>(a) = (p0(oj(a)), 0) = (co(p0(a)), 0) = 9(p0(a), 0)

= ßfx(a). Similarly g29(m, c)=g2(w(m), a(c)) = a(c) = agx(m, c). From these compu-

tations it follows that the diagram

£i:0—>A^Ubx^C—>0

/a    ^   g2
E2:0—>A^B2^C—>0

is commutative. From this it follows that Ex and E2 are weakly equivalent, and

completes the proof of the proposition.
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We remark that for Ex and E2 to be weakly equivalent, it is not sufficient for

Bx and B2 to be »-isomorphic, even if all the algebras are commutative. In fact we

know that a commutative C*-algebra is just a Ca(X), that is the set of all complex

valued functions vanishing at infinity on a locally compact, Hausdorff space X,

where X is the maximal ideal space. Isomorphisms of commutative C*-algebras

correspond to homeomorphisms of the maximal ideal spaces, and closed two-sided

ideals correspond to open sets in these spaces, while the complements of these open

sets correspond to the appropriate quotient algebras. Considering all these things,

we see that to find our counterexample, it is sufficient to find spaces X and Y and

closed subsets Fx and F2 of X and Y respectively such that

(1) Zand Y are homeomorphic.

(2) Fx is homeomorphic with F2, and the complements of Fx and F2 are homeo-

morphic to each other.

(3) No homeomorphism of X onto Y can take Fx onto F2.

One of the simplest such examples, suggested to the author by Carl Weisman, is

shown in Figure 1. X and Y are both equal to the closed square about zero having

Figure 1

side of length four. Fx is the unit circle with an outside spike, and F2 is the unit

circle with an inside spike.

5.2. Definition. We say that an extension E: 0^A±+ BL> C-h* 0 splits if

there is a »-homomorphism u: C-> B with gu=Ic-

It is clear that if one extension has this property, then every extension equivalent

to that one has the property. We then say that [E] splits.

5.3. Proposition. The following three statements are equivalent :

(i) An extension E splits.

(ii) B is the direct sum, as a Banach space, of the ideal f (A) and a C*-subalgebra

isomorphic with C.

(iii) If y: C -> 0(A) corresponds to [E], then there is a *-homomorphism

p: C->- M(A) with -np = y. We say that such a map p is compatible with y.
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Proof. (i)=>(iii). Let u: C -> B with gu=Ic. Since y=trpu, we can let p=pu.

This proves (iii).

(iii)=>(i). Since splitting depends only on the class of an extension, we may

assume that E=Ey. Then a typical element of B is a pair (m, c) e M(A) x C, with

■n(m)=y(c). If p is compatible with y, then we may define u: C-> 5 by w(c) = (p(c), c).

Then gu=Ic and « is clearly a »-homomorphism, which proves (i).

(ii)=>(i). Suppose B is isomorphic as a Banach space to/(^4) x D and ß: D -> C

is a »-isomorphism, with inverse jS-1. An element b of B can be represented as

(f(a), d), and g((f(a), d))=ß(d), therefore if we set u=ß~1, u will be a »-homo-

morphism of C into B with gw = Ic. Therefore (i).

(i)=>(ii). It is a simple matter to show that the splitting map u gives the iso-

morphism of C with a C*-subalgebra D and that B is isomorphic with/(/I) x D

as a Banach space. We omit the details.

As a final remark, we note that not all extensions split, even if the algebras are

commutative. In fact it is known that if A^ represents the positive integers, Cb(N)

the C*-algebra of all bounded sequences of complex numbers, and CX(N) is the

ideal of all sequences converging to 0, then Cm(N) has no closed complementary

subspace in Cb(N) and so the corresponding sequence cannot be split.

6. Primitive ideals and extensions of C*-algebras. We now briefly review and

amplify some remarks previously made about irreducible representations and

primitive ideals.

Recall that if A is a C*-aIgebra, we defined the spectrum of A to be the space of

equivalence classes of irreducible representations of A on some Hilbert space.

Denote this set by Â. Equivalent representations have the same kernel, and so

we may speak of the kernel of u e Â. We call any such kernel a primitive ideal and

denote the set of all primitive ideals of A by Prim (A). Prim (A) has a natural 70

topology (the Jacobson or hull kernel topology) in which the closure of a set

{■/¡},6/ in Prim (A)={3 e Prim (A) | 7= C\wJ¿. Prim (,4) is not always a Tx or 72

(Hausdorff) space, and these conditions reflect structure properties of A. We

remark that if A is commutative, then Prim (A) is the maximal ideal space of A with

its usual topology, and is always 72.

Suppose now that A and C are fixed C*-algebras and letO^Al+Bi^C-^O

he an extension of A by C. If v e C, then -n- o g e ß and ker (n ° g)=g_1(ker w).

Thus for any Q e Prim (C), there is a unique Q e Prim (B) with Q^A, g(Q) = Q.

If w e Â then there is a unique -n e È such that ñ extends n, Hj¡ = Hn (the representing

Hilbert spaces), and tt(á) is dense in ir(B) in the strong operator topology of

B(H,/) (see [2, §2.11.2, p. 52]). If we let P=ker n and P=ker ñ, we see that each element

P of Prim (A) extends uniquely to an element P of Prim (B). Let Prim A(B)

= {P | P e Prim (A)} and Prim A(B)={Q \ Q e Prim (C) = Prim (B/A)}. Then

Prim A(B) is homeomorphic to Prim (A) and is an open subset of Prim (B), and

Prim A(B) (the complement of Prim A(B) in Prim (B)) is a closed subset of Prim (B)

homeomorphic with Prim (C) (see [2, §3.2.1, p. 61]).
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We will sometimes identify Prim (A) with Prim A(B) and Prim (C) with Prim A(B).

We now give a characterization of P for P e Prim (A).

6.1. Lemma. IfP e Prim (A), then P={x e B \ xA + Ax^Pfor all a e A}.

Proof. See [10, p. 206].

Throughout the remainder of this discussion, the algebras A, B, and C and the

corresponding extension will all be fixed. If P e Prim (A) or Qe Prim (C), then the

corresponding elements of Prim (B) will always be denoted P and Q respectively.

The ideal in Prim (M(A)) which corresponds to P will be denoted P. We will let

A° denote as before the annihilator of A in B and we will let y: C-> 0(A) be the

*-homomorphism corresponding to our fixed extension. The following diagram is

then commutative

/            g
0—>A--^B——>C-*0

(D) 7

0—>A-^M(A)-^0(A)—>0

(see diagram in Theorem 4.3 for notation). We now remark that it is immediate

from Lemma 6.1 that n¡>6Prim(/D-75=^°-

6.2. Proposition. Prim (A) is dense in Prim (M(A)), where we are again identify-

ing Prim (A) and Prim A(M(A)).

Proof. By the definition of the Jacobson topology, we need only show that

DpePrim(^)-73=0. This follows immediately from the above remark if we just

notice that M(A) is an extension of A and the annihilator of A in M(A) is zero by

Proposition 3.7(H).

6.3. Theorem. The closure of Prim (A) in Prim (B), again making the obvious

identifications, is Prim (A) u {Q \ Qe Prim (C) and £?=>ker y}.

Proof. An ideal Q, where Q e Prim (C), lies in the closure of Prim (A) exactly

when it contains the intersection of all P, P e Prim (A), which is A° by the above

remark. Referring to diagram (D), we have A° = ker p, and A =p(A) = ker -n (where

we identify A with its image in both B and M(A)). Therefore A+A° = kertTp.

= keryg=g-1(kery), and so Q^>A° if and only if Q=>A + A°, which is so if and

only if ß=>g04+.4o) = kery.   Q.E.D.

6.4. Corollary. Prim (A) is dense in Prim (B) if and only if y is inject ive.

We now discuss the separation properties of Prim (B) in terms of y. If

PePrimOO, then A+P is a closed ideal in M(A) ([2, p. 18, 1.8.4]). Define

KA— HfePrimMjOl+-T5)- Then KA is a closed, two-sided ideal in M(A). Let

Ka = tt(Ka)^0(A).
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6.5. Theorem. Prim (B) is Tx if and only if the following two conditions are

satisfied.

(i) Prim (A) and Prim (C) are Tx;

(ii) y(C)^KA.

Proof. The Tx condition is equivalent with points being closed, which in the

Jacobson topology means that all primitive ideals are maximal. Now Prim (C)

is closed in Prim (B) (making the usual identifications), so if points in Prim (C)

are closed, they are closed in Prim (B). Now to prove the theorem, we first suppose

that Prim (B) is Tx. Clearly (i) must be satisfied. If y(C)$KA, then y'KKA) is a

proper ideal in C and so is contained in some Q0 e Prim (C) (see [2, §2.9.7]). Let

c $ Q0 and m e 7r_1y(c). Then (m, c) is in B (recall the construction of B) and in

fact is in Q0, but m $ KA. Thus there is an ideal F0 in Prim (A) such that m $ A +P0,

and somi P0. It is immediate from the definitions and Lemma 6.1 that if m $ P0,

then (m, c) $ P0, and so we have that if (m, c) eP0,ce Q0 and therefore (m, c) e Q0.

Thus P0 c Q0, and P0 is not closed in Prim (B). Conversely suppose that (i) and

(ii) are satisfied. Since (i) holds, Prim (C) is Tx and by the remark made above, all

points Q0, Qo e Prim (C), are closed in Prim (B). Now let P0 e Prim (A), and

Qo e Prim (C) be fixed. Choose c <£ Q0 and m e tt'^c). Then (m, c)e B and by

condition (ii), m e KA. Thus me A +P0 and for some a e A, m—a e P0. We there-

fore have (m—a, c) eP0 but (m — a, c) $ Q0. Hence F0d: Q0, and P0 is closed in

Prim (B). Since every point of Prim (B) is either of the form P0 or Q0, the proof

is completed.

We mention at this time the following important unsolved problem. Find

conditions on y such that if Prim (A) and Prim (C) are Hausdorff, so is Prim (B).

7. An example. Let A^ denote the positive integers and M2 the algebra of all

two-by-two complex valued matrices. One of the simplest noncommutative C*-

algebras is the algebra of all sequences of two-by-two, complex valued matrices

which converge to a multiple of the identity. This algebra is an extension of the

algebra A = CX(N, M2) of all sequences in M2 which converge to the zero matrix

(in the norm in M2) by the complex numbers C. We may think of A as Cm(N) <g) M2

where CX(N) is the algebra of all sequences of complex numbers which converge to

0. We shall investigate all such extensions. There are an infinite number of strong

equivalence classes of such extensions, but we shall see that there are only seven

weak equivalence classes and we shall give an explicit representation of each.

We shall also see that all such extensions split (this is not obvious a priori) and we

shall investigate the primitive ideal spaces.

By previous results we have M(A) = Cb(N, M2), the bounded sequences from M2.

If ye Horn (C, 0(A)), and p: C->- M(A) is a linear map with np = y, we say that

P is compatible with y. Both y and p are completely determined by their values at

1 and the fact that they are linear. Since y is a »-homomorphism, y(l)2 = y(l2) = y(l)

and y(l)*=y(l*) = y(l). Thus y(l) is a projection in 0(A). Then (P(l)* + P(l))/2
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projects onto (y(l)*+y(l))/2=y(l). Similarly p(l)2 projects onto y(l). We may

therefore assume that p(l) is a positive self adjoint element in M(A). We then have

the fact that for each ne N, p(l)(«) is a positive self adjoint matrix. We know that

there is a unitary matrix Un such that f/„p(l)(«)£/„* = D(axx(n), a22(n)) where D(a, b)

represents a diagonal matrix with entries a and b on the main diagonal, and axx(n)

and a22(n) are positive real numbers. If we define a *-homomorphism 9: M(A)

-+ M(A) by (9x)(n)= Unx(n)U* for all « e N, we see that ||x(«)|| = || Unx(n)U*\\. This

means that 9(A) = A and so 9 is an extension of a »-isomorphism of A onto itself

to a »-isomorphism of M(A) onto itself. If we denote the resulting automorphism

of 0(A) by 6, then @yl¿1 = y produces an extension which is weakly equivalent

with that corresponding to y. We may therefore replace y by y and so may assume

that p(l)(n) = D(axx(n), a22(n)). Since y(l)2 = y(l), we know that p(l)2 —p(l) is in A.

This means that

lim ||0>(1)(«))2-p(1)(«)|| = 0
71-. 00

therefore

lim \au(n)2-^(n)\ =0,       / = 1,2.
TI-» 00

The latter holds because the norm of a diagonal matrix is the maximum absolute

value of any of its entries.

The real valued function of a real variable g(t) = t2 — t is a parabola vanishing

at zero and one. It is easy to see that given any e>0, there is a S>0 such that if

\g(t)\<8 then either |f|<e or |r-l|<e. Now define a linear map /: C'-> M(A)

by p'(l)(n) = D(pxx(n), p22(n)) where the pu are defined by

/*«(«) = Xai2,«»(°-ü(n)),       i = Un-

tiere xm is the characteristic function of the set M.

7.1. Lemma. p' — peA.

Proof. For all n e N we have

0>'(l)-pO))00 = D(axx(n)-pxx(n),o22(n)-p22(n)).

Given £>0, let 8 be so small that whenever |<7¡¡(«)2 — atí(n)\ <8, either |o-¡¡(«)| <£ or

|aH(n)-11 < e. We may assume that £<l/4 so that if \aü(n)\<e, pH(n) = 0, and if

|ctí¡(«)—1| <£, pH(n) = l, i=l, 2. In either case \ati(n)—Pa(n)\ <s. Combining the

above statements we see that given any e > 0, we may choose an integer «0 such

that «>«o implies \aH(n)2-ari(n)\ <8, i=l, 2, and thus

\\p(l)(n)-P'(l)(n)\\ = sup \au(n)-pn(n)\ < e.
(at 1,9

This statement means that lim,,^ \\p(l)(n) — p'(l)(n)\\=0, and so p' — peA and

the lemma is complete.

Let e¡ be the two by two matrix whose entries are 8M in the i, j position, where 8U
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is the Kronecker delta. Denote the zero matrix by 0 and the identity matrix by I.

Since by Lemma 6.1 we may replace p by p, we may assume that for every ne N,

p(l)(n) e {0, ex, e2,1}. Since there is a unitary two by two matrix U with Ue2U* = ex,

we may use the method employed in the beginning of this example to assume that

ex replaces e2 whenever the latter occurs. We therefore assume that p(l)(ri)

e{0,ei,I}.

7.2. Definition, (i) Let Sp.0 = {n e N | p(l)(n) = 0},

(ii) letS0.x={neN\P(l)(n) = ex},

(iii) letSp.2 = {neN\p(l)(n) = I},

(iv) define c¡ to be the cardinality of SpA (i=0, 1, 2).

If ct is finite for any i, then for any n e Sp§t we may replace p(l)(ri) by some other

element in the set {0, ex, 1} and still have p compatible with y. We may therefore

assume that for each i, ct = 0 or c¡=X0. C0, Cx, and C2 may assume these values

independently, and so there are eight possibilities. The only one which cannot occur

is C0 = 0, Cx = 0, C2 = 0, since the sum of the cardinalities must be K0.

7.3. Lemma. Let Tbea bijection ofN onto itself. Then 7 induces a ^-automorphism

of M(A), denoted by 7, such that T(A) = A. 7 is defined by the equation (Tx)(ri)

= x(T~1(n)),neN,xeA.

Proof. The elements of M(A) are bounded functions on N. It is clear that com-

position with a fixed map 7: AT-> N gives a »-homomorphism from M(A) to itself.

This »-homomorphism is actually an isomorphism since 7 is a bijection. Finally

limn-^o, 7(«) = co and so if x e M(A) vanishes at infinity, so does Tx. This means

that T(A) = A and the proof is complete.

Suppose now that y:C-+M(A) is a »-homomorphism and T:N^)-N is a

bijection with corresponding »-automorphism 7 of M(A). If 7 is the induced

»-automorphism of 0(A) and Ic is the identity map on C, then we know that y and

Fylc 1 = y are weakly equivalent. If we are interested in the corresponding exten-

sions only up to weak equivalence, we may always replace y by y . If p: C—>• M(A)

is a linear map compatible with y, this corresponds to replacing p by p = Tp.

Returning now to the classification, we suppose that p is such that C0 = 0,

Cx = X0, C2 = X0. We can obviously map N onto itself in a one to one fashion if we

map Sp.x onto the odd integers and Sp¡2 onto the even integers. This means that

we may assume p(l)(2n+ l) = ex and p(l)(2n) = I, neN, and that p is compatible

with y. In all other cases where two of the c< are K0, we may perform the analogous

normalization. In the case where all the c¡ are K0, we may assume that y has a

compatible p with p(l)(3«+l) = 0, p(l)(3n + 2) = e1, and p(l)(3n) = I. We list below,

the seven extensions corresponding to the seven homomorphisms y described

above. We have shown that every extension of A by C is weakly equivalent to one

of these, and it may be easily seen that no two of these extensions are equivalent.

One may verify that these extensions do in fact correspond to the homomorphisms
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described above by showing that the maps derived from the extensions have

compatible p's as listed above.

We will denote a two-by-two matrix Zby (xtj) putting in evidence the components

of the matrix.

(1) Corresponding to c0 = X0, cx = 0, c2 = 0 we have the algebra Bx = AxC, the

product of the algebras A and C.

(2) Corresponding to c0 = 0, cx = S0, c2 = 0 we have the algebra

B.2 = ¡(Xi,) e M(A) | lim (*,/«)) = x^eA
l 71-.00 J

where x„ is a complex number depending on (xtj).

(3) Corresponding to the case c0 = 0, cx = 0, c2 = X0, we have

B3 = /(*,,) e M(A) | Jim (Xlj(n)) = xM7}.

(4) When c0 = 0, cx = X0, c2 = X0, we have

7?4 = S(Xij)eM(A) | lim (xu(2n)) = xœI and lim (xi;(2« + l)) = x^eA-
L JI-.00 B-»0O J

(5) When c0 = N0, Ci=0, c2 = X0) we have

Bs = \(Xii)eM(A) | lim (xtj(2n)) = xxIand lim (xi;(2«+l)) = 0\.
L B-»oo n-*oo J

(6) When c0 = X0» Ci = X0j c2=0, we have

56 = fan) e M(A) | lim (xtj(2n)) = xœex and lim 0^(2« +1)) = 0\.
L n-*oo n-.» J

(7) When c0 = ^0> cx = K0, c2 = X0» we nave

Bi = I(xij)eM(A) | lim (x¡/3n)) = x„7, lim (xw(3n+l)) = 0,
L B-»0O B-*00

and lim (xi3{3n + l)) = xxex\.
n-* oo J

We note in passing that the primitive ideal spaces of these extensions are easily

computed. Prim (Bx) is N with one point adjoined discretely. Prim (B2), Prim (B3),

and Prim (7?4) are all equal to Ñ, the one point compactification of N. Prim (B5),

Prim (B6), and Prim (7?7) are all equal to the space N' consisting of the disjoint

union of the odd positive integers and the one point compactification of the even

positive integers.
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